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Abstract

There has been a trend in measurement science to smaller and smaller sample sizes, and with this an associated decrease in the number of molecules or cells that are analysed. This trend has reached its logical conclusion of a range of techniques developed that can detect single molecules or single cells. The power of being able to detect single entities is you can learn about mechanisms and behaviour at that level. Many single entity measurements would then allow the determination of heterogeneity in behaviour. We are just on the cusp of technologies that can detect many single entities. The ability to detect many single entities is important for sensors in particular as you can not only develop sensors that can have the ultimate detection limit, just one species, but also better performing sensors that do not require calibration, which can differentiate specific from nonspecific effects and potentially could allow a single sensing surface to measure many different types of interactions. We have a research program which looks at strategies for detecting rare single molecules, detecting many single molecules, detecting rare single cells and detecting many single cells. This seminar will cover some of the technologies we are developing sensors for detecting single molecules and single cells. It will outline what the challenges are for detecting single molecules and cells and the opportunities that detecting single molecules and cells provides.
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